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We compute the valence-quark leading twist parton distribution amplitudes

(PDAs) of heavy pseudoscalar mesons ηc and ηb and find that they are both broader than

the δ-like function while narrower than the asymptotic one. The evolution of distribution

amplitude with momentum scale is then considered and PDAs will turn to a asymptotic

form when the momentum goes to infinity.

1 Introduction

The BC meson had been studied under various approaches since its observation by the CDF and

D0 group in different channels [1–3]. The theoretical researches include the non-relativistic QCD

approach [4], QCD sum rules [5], full lattice QCD [6] approaches and so on. Among them QCD

light-cone sum rules method for example, its valence-quark parton distribution amplitudes (PDAs) of

c-meson or b-meson were introduced through an integration over light-cone wave functions, which

were ansatz presented by Brodsky-Huang-Lepage [7]. Once the distribution amplitude was obtained,

it will be widely applicable for QCD hard exclusive process. Numbers of the measurable quantities

such as transition form factors and the branching ratio for particular decay channel could be computed

from theory [8].

Recently pion’s distribution amplitude has been obtained directly from a projection of the pion’s

Bethe-Salpeter wave function onto the light-cone [9], and the asymptotic form was also obtained

naturally, φ
asy
π (x) = 6x(1 − x). The distribution amplitude of pion was broader than the asymptotic

one, which explained well the emergent phenomenon of dynamic chiral symmetry breaking. In order

to get the Bethe-Salpeter wave function, the quark propagator was introduced after solving QCD’s

Dyson-Schwinger equations (DSEs), and the bound state appeared with Bethe-Salpeter equations

(BSEs) [10].
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Heavy flavor pseudoscalar meson leading twist PDAs are then planned to be studied after a clear

image of pion. In the heavy flavour sector pseudoscalar mesons ηc and ηb are well established with

the meson picture cc and bb. PDAs of these two mesons are calculated in this document under the

framework of DSEs following this new method that successfully applied to pion.

2 Distribution amplitude and Bethe-Salpeter wave function
The projection of Bethe-Salpeter wave function onto the light-cone can be written as follows

fηc(ηb)φ(x) = trCDZ2

∫ Λ

dk
δ(n·k+ − xn·P)γ5γ·nχ(k; P) , (1)

where the trace is over colour and spinor indices ;
∫ Λ

dk is a four-dimensional integral over momentum,

with Λ the ultraviolet regularization mass-scale ; Z2(ζ,Λ) is the quark wave function renormalisation

constant, with ζ the renormalisation scale ; fηc(ηb) is the leptonic decay constant ; n is light-like four-

vector, n2 = 0 ; P is the four-momentum of the meson, P2 = −m2
ηc(ηb) and n·P = −mηc(ηb), with m being

the meson mass ; and the Bethe-Salpeter wave function

χ(k; P) = S (k+)Γ(k; P)S (k−) , (2)

with Γ the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude, S the dressed light quark propagator, and k+ = k + ηP, k− =

k − (1 − η)P, η ∈ [0, 1]. In detail, the dressed propagator satisfies the Gap equation

S (p)−1 = Z2(iγ·p + mbm) + Z1

∫ Λ

k
g2Dμν(p − k)

λa

2
γμS (k)

λa

2
Γν(k; p), (3)

where Dμν is the gluon propagator ; Γν, the quark-gluon vertex ; mbm, the current-quark bare mass ;

and Z1 the quark vertex renormalisation constant.

Similarly the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude can be obtained from a homogeneous Bethe-Salpeter

equation [Γ(k; P)]tu =
∫ Λ

q [S (q+)Γ(q; P)S (q−)]srKsr
tu (q, k; P), in which K is the full-amplitude quark-

antiquark scattering kernel [11]. The axial-vector Ward-Takahashi identity enables the relation exist-

ing between the kernels in the gap equation and that in the BSE.

3 Nakanishi-like representation
We follow the approach introduced in Ref. [9] and use a Nakanishi-like representation of me-

son Bethe-Salpeter wave functions that are obtained via numerical solution of Bethe-Salpeter equa-

tion. Computation of the distribution amplitude is obtained by interpolating quark propagator and the

Bethe-Salpeter amplitude separately. The S (p) and Γ(k; P) can be expressed in the following way :

S (p) = [−iγ·p + M]ΔM(p2) , Γ(k; P) = iγ5

M3

fηc(ηb)

∫ 1

−1

dzρν(z)ΔνM(k2
+z) , (4)

where ΔM(s) = 1/[s + M2], ρν(z) = 1√
π

Γ(ν+3/2)
Γ(ν+1)

(1 − z2)ν, k±z = k − (1∓z)P/2. Inserting Eqs. (4) into

Eq. (1), using a Feynman parametrisation to combine denominators, shifting the integration variable,

one can get the moments of the parton distribution amplitude φ(x). Algebraical analysis shows that

different spectral function ρν(z) represents different meson structure in every limit case. When ν = 0,

it means a point-like particle, and if ν = 1, this is the so-called QCD’s asymptotic limit.

We present the quark propagator as functions with no poles on the real p2-axis, which is con-

sistent with the feature of confinement [12]. The real-p2-axis mass pole splits into pairs of complex

conjugate poles. Each scalar function in the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude is described in Nakanishi-like

representation following the method in Ref. [9].
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4 Calculated distribution amplitudes

We use a common kernel of Dyson-Schwinger equations and Bethe-Salpeter equations, rainbow-

ladder truncation (RL) , which is widely used in DSE framework. This approximation gives most

of the exact results : static properties of π- and ρ- mesons and those of the neutron and proton. It

also provides predictions for experiment [13]. For the gluon sector, we use the interaction described

in Ref. [14], and the infrared composition of this interaction is consistent with that determined in

modern studies of QCD’s gauge sector [15]. The quark mass function, M(p2) = B(p2, ζ2)/A(p2, ζ2),

is independent of the renormalisation point, ζ. Basic meson properties we obtain is listed in the left

panel of Table 1.

Furthermore, one can use the Gegenbauer polynomials to give a complete expression to the PDA

φ(x; τ) = φasy(x)[1 +

∞∑
j=2,4,...

a3/2
j (τ)C3/2

j (2x − 1)] , (5)

with {C3/2
j (2x − 1)| j = 0, ...,∞}, which is a complete orthonormal set on x ∈ [0, 1]. Coefficients of the

fitting that j ≥ 10 is not required because a3/2
j | j ≥ 10 decreases rapidly.

The leading twist distribution amplitudes of ηc and ηb together with the asymptotic case are pre-

sented in the left panel of Fig. 1. They are symmetric and much narrower than the asymptotic one but

broader than δ-like function, which is consistent with the trend that distribution amplitude of meson

varies from light to heavy, and turn to a δ-like function in the heavy quark limit.

Once the distribution amplitude is obtained, the moments of it could be calculated, where 〈ξn〉 =∫ 1

0
dx(2x − 1)nφ(x) is the nth-order moment of φ(x). The 0th-order moment 〈ξ0〉 = ∫ 1

0
dxφ(x) = 1

normalises φ(x). Comparison is made in moments of the distribution amplitude with a computation

using QCD sum rules [16]. Results in the right panel of Table 1 show that our 〈ξ2〉 is a little larger than

that of Ref. [16], and this could be explained by that our distribution is broader so that the variance of

it is bigger.

Then the evolution of leading twist PDA, that is the dependence of distribution amplitude on the

momentum scale ζ or, equivalently, the length-scale τ = 1/ζ, is considered. The expansion coefficient

{a3/2
j , j = 1...,∞} evolve logarithmically with τ, and vanish as τ → 0 [7, 17]. The evolution of PDA

for ηc in Eq. (5) from τ1.275 → τ100 is displayed in the right panel of Fig. 1. It is evident that PDA

becomes broader with the increase of ζ, and goes to the asymptotic form when ζ is infinity finally .

Tableau 1. Left panel : Meson basic properties (Units in GeV). Right panel : Moments of PDAs 〈ξn〉.

(Dw)3 m ζ M f
ηc 0.545 1.275 1.275 3.0 0.386

ηb 0.545 4.28 4.28 9.0 0.629

ηc ηc [16] ηb ηb [16]

〈ξ2〉 0.095 0.073 0.072 0.067

〈ξ4〉 0.026 0.014 0.017 0.011

In summary, we use a Rainbow-Ladder truncation of Dyson-Schwinger equations and Bethe-

Salpeter equations in order to get the valence-quark parton distribution amplitude of heavy pseu-

doscalar mesons ηc and ηb. Bethe-Salpeter wave function is acquired by interpolating quark propa-

gator and the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude separately. After projecting the Bethe-Salpeter wave function

on the light-front, we obtain the moments of distribution amplitude numerically. Then the distribution

amplitude is reconstructed through a best fitting of moments of them. The computed ηc(b)’s distribu-

tion amplitude shows to be much wider than a δ-like function, which is the heavy quark limit, while

narrower than the asymptotic case, φasy(x) = 6x(1 − x). Evolution of distribution amplitude of ηc

with the momentum scale ζ is also investigated . It will become broader with the increase of ζ, and
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Figure 1. Left panel : Computed distribution amplitude. Curves : red dashed, PDA for ηc ; blue dotted, PDA for

ηb ; black solid, asymptotic distribution. Right panel : Distribution amplitude evolution of ηc.

finally goes to asymptotic form when ζ is infinity. Study of distribution amplitude on other heavy

pseudoscalar meson such as Bc may be good verification for the variation trend we get from light

meson to heavy ones, and we are in the process of it.
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